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Escape to an island that will never leave you
On South Australia’s Kangaroo Island, the air is pure, 

the land is rugged and the native wildlife brings even the 
most committed urbanite closer to Mother Nature.

A UNIQUE INCENTIVE DESTINATION
Widely regarded as Australia’s Galapagos and brimming
with diverse wildlife and natural beauty, Kangaroo Island
is a place of extraordinary contrasts. With a rich heritage
and a world-class food and wine culture, Australia’s third
largest island offers endless opportunities for exploration
and adventure. A quick flight via Adelaide transports
guests to this ‘zoo without fences’, a mere 15km from the
shores of mainland South Australia.  

Southern Ocean Lodge is Australia’s most extraordinary
luxury lodge experience.  Exclusive and award-winning,
the world-class lodge is sensitively designed to float
amongst the coastal sweep of the island’s south west,
offering an unforgettable blend of contemporary luxury
and pure nature. 

The team at Southern Ocean Lodge is eager to welcome
incentive and small conference groups to this unique
location. Comprising twenty-one luxe suites, restaurant, 
convivial open bar with walk in cellar, sumptuous lounge, signature day spa and an intimate fully
equipped meeting lounge, the lodge is especially suited to exclusive use bookings. Exceptionally
generous rates are fully inclusive of all dining and beverages, tailored adventures, conference package
and airport transfers meeting selected flights.

ORGANIC LUXURY
Twenty-one luxurious suites welcome panoramic views
of the great Southern Ocean. Four spacious suite types,
each with lavish sleeping and lounge areas, bathroom
with heated limestone underfoot, private outdoor terrace
and in-suite bar invite complete indulgence.

FLINDERS SUITE | 11 available
Luxury at a lead-in level, the beautifully appointed
Flinders Suites feature a generous open plan design with
king or twin* beds (*limited number available) and ensuite
with rain shower. Capacity: 2 adults.

OCEAN RETREAT | 5 available
The popular Ocean Retreats offer king bedding, lounge with feature fire place, ensuite with
freestanding tub overlooking the Southern Ocean and terrace with day bed. Capacity: 2 adults.

OCEAN FAMILY | 2 available
Ocean Family suites feature an additional bedroom and bathroom and offer a separate living area
taking full advantage of the dramatic coastal views. Capacity: 3 adults (combination of fixed king
and twin bedding). Minimum occupancy of 3 persons may apply. 

http://southernoceanlodge.com.au/ocean-family.asp
http://southernoceanlodge.com.au/ocean-retreat.asp
http://southernoceanlodge.com.au/flinders-suite.asp


REMARKABLE SUITE | 2 available
Superbly appointed the sub premium Remarkable Suite features a lavish sleeping area, separate
lounge area with open fire, premium entertainment system, spacious ensuite with handmade timber
bath tub and expansive outdoor terrace with day lounge and spa bath. Capacity: 2 adults.

OSPREY PAVILION | 1 available
The premium Osprey Pavilion is truly special with soul stirring ocean, beach and wilderness views. 
A unique curved floor plan features a sunken lounge with open fire and state-of-the-art audio visual
system, laptop computer, separate king bedroom, bathroom with hand sculptured bath and spacious
outdoor terrace with daybeds and private plunge spa. Capacity: 2 adults.

Please refer to the Lodge fact sheet for further information. A minimum 2 night stay applies to all
bookings. Smaller groups are subject to Group Policy conditions (see Terms & Conditions).

MEETING FACILITIES
The Lodge features a fully equipped meeting lounge, the perfect location for private meetings and
events. The Baudin Lounge may be configured depending on group requirements (20 boardroom
/40 theatre style) and is equipped with a LCD screen for presentations. Standard equipment such
as a whiteboard and flipchart is also provided. Additional hire fees apply for specialist equipment.

WORLD CLASS DINING
Celebrated as Australia’s culinary capital, the
rich soils and pure rains of South Australia
inspire artisan growers to produce a bounty
of premium, fresh and often organic food
and wines. The daily-changing Lodge menu
pays tribute to these fine local ingredients.
A convivial open bar and walk-in cellar
highlight premium South Australian wines
and beers and personal service a
sophisticated Island epicurean adventure.
Rates include all dining and premium
beverages (cellarmasters list additional).

A spectacular sweeping panorama of Hanson Bay provides a dramatic backdrop for the Lodge
Restaurant with a variety of options for group dining. Featuring banquette seating along the limestone
feature wall as well as standalone tables which can be joined together, table sizes can be varied for
each meal of the day, from small tables at breakfast, to a gala grand table dinner celebration.  

BREAKFAST
The sun rises early across the Southern Ocean, delivering sparkling waters and fresh, invigorating sea
breezes to the morning. Breakfast is taken in the Restaurant, where the morning unfolds along the
sweep of coast stretching as far as the eye can see. Served al a carte breakfast features fresh juices,
house bakery, innovative dishes, old favorites, exceptional coffee and an extensive tea selection.

LUNCH
After a morning filled adventure or achievement appetites are up for lunch. The three course menu
offers a selection of seasonal treats and is deceptively light, a perfectly planned ‘elegant sufficiency’. 
If the weather is fine and warm, guests can enjoy an alfresco lunch on the terrace in the sunshine; in
cooler, moodier weather, it's more fun to watch from inside! Lunch might include a locally farmed
salad, KI marron or King George Whiting, a risotto flavored with local mushrooms and herbs or an
SA steak sandwich. 

DINNER
Dinner is a decadently refined menu, showcasing the riches of the Southern Ocean, premium South Australian
grain-fed beef, and Kangaroo Island free-range chicken and lamb. The daily changing menu may be a four
course selection with choice, or the chef's tasting menu.  

Artisan producers of sustainably produced ingredients are honoured in each menu, creating a unique experience
of South Australian dining. Guests may sample a petite king crab salad, house made gnocchi accented by salty
KI 'samphire', follow with local queen snapper or SA rolled pork shoulder and finish with a cheese selection
featuring KI sheep's milk manchego and haloumi, or with a dessert perhaps flavoured with KI lavender or the
intense Ligurian honey.

DRINK
All beverages, both alcoholic and non alcoholic are included in the rates at Southern Ocean Lodge, and a select
cellarmasters list of vintage SA wines and French Champagnes is additional.  

In keeping with the Lodge commitment to featuring local produce, an excellent range of diverse Kangaroo Island
and South Australian wines and beers has been hand selected to comprise the beverage menu at Southern
Ocean Lodge. Guests may help themselves to a drink from their in-suite bar, or from the bar in the Great Room
there's always a Southern Ocean Lodge team member on hand to assist with mixing a cocktail or assist in selecting
and serving the drink perfect for the moment. 

Sunset drinks served each evening either at the Lodge or in the wild and provide a wonderful opportunity for
guests to get to know both the SOL team and the other guests. Selected wines are served with lunch and dinner. 

If guests prefer to choose their own, they can explore the walk-in cellar.

http://southernoceanlodge.com.au/drink.asp
http://southernoceanlodge.com.au/dinner.asp
http://southernoceanlodge.com.au/lunch.asp
http://southernoceanlodge.com.au/breakfast.asp
http://southernoceanlodge.com.au/event.asp
http://southernoceanlodge.com.au/osprey-pavilion.asp
http://southernoceanlodge.com.au/remarkable-suite.asp


TAILORED OPTIONS
BBQ Breakfast – immerse in the moment as the sun
rises over the Southern Ocean! The Restaurant Terrace
provides the perfect opportunity to fire up the BBQ in
true Australian tradition – this is a perfect way to kick
start the day. (Included)

Brunch – this is an ideal end to an early morning
adventure such as Seal Bay Sunrise. On departure
guests will have collected their “roadie” favourite brew
and there’s an opportunity for a pit stop enroute with
house baked goodies. On return it’s the perfect
combination of breakfast and lunch. The remainder of
the day is then free to a variety of experiences, any pre
dinner rumblings are put to rest with a signature
afternoon tea that can be enjoyed as guests come and
go from their various activities. (Included. NB Breakfast
and Lunch are not available in addition, ie all group
members must take this option)

BBQ Lunch – nothing beats a great Australian BBQ,
especially one with premium produce hosted by our
talented chefs on a dazzling stage above the
Mediterranean blues of the KI coast. (Included)

Lunch in the Wild – this is a perfect addition to our
Wonders of KI experience and can be enjoyed in a variety
of locations such as the historic Weirs Cove or the outback
feel of Wallaby Heights. (Additional charges apply)

COCKTAILS WITH A DIFFERENCE
Great Room & Terrace – the perfect first night location, immerse in the impressive design aesthetic
perched above the dramatic coastal back drop. The open bar never fails to impress with generous
spirit! (Included)

Cocktails on the Edge – the perfect conclusion to a coastal exploration or just a short stroll from the
Lodge pre dinner. Nothing comes close to bringing the team together with a cold drink in hand and
the wilds of Antarctica next stop from the horizon. (Included)

Kangas & Canapés – hosted at the historic “Grassdale” property a short drive from the Lodge this is an
opportunity to experience a variety of native wildlife at sunset, glass and canapé in hand! (Included)

Remarkable Sunset – a unique palette of rock formations provide the perfect stage. This experience
is best included as part of an afternoon Flinders Chase experience. (Surcharge applies)

DINNER
Taste of KI – a 5 course degustation featuring a selection of the finest local ingredients. (Included)

Feast of KI – journey through 8 courses showcasing the diversity and quality of our local and regional
organic produce. (Surcharge Applies)

Southern Sizzler – a casual sophisticated option providing great opportunities for interaction. Lodge
chefs command the outdoor kitchen with a flexible menu structure based around local seafood and
meats. A perfect addition to Cocktails on the Edge or perhaps just an extended Great Room drinks
with first course sizzling on the BBQ. (Included – Exclusive Use Groups Only)

Baudin’s Boudoir – for smaller intimate groups our private Baudin Lounge can be transformed for a
signature private dining option. (Included – 24 pax max)

THEMED EVENTS
Early island settlers, the spirit of adventure and the stunning natural environment provide inspiration for our
unique events. Step back in time for dinner in a classic Australian shearing shed or perhaps kick back at a 60’s
themed beach party! Ask us for more details (additional fees apply).

Island Heritage Gala Bush Dinner

Go back in time as you dine within an authentic Australian shearing shed. Melding the rusticity of the bushland
setting only minutes from the Lodge and a superbly themed elegant dinner inspired by Kangaroo Island produce,
we create a dining experience that is the perfect finale to a group itinerary.

Choose to enjoy the serenity of the surroundings and take guests back in time or allow guests to kick up their
heels B&S style with the addition of musical entrainment from a selection of local entertainers.

Sixties Beach Party

During the summer and warmer months relive the fun of the swinging sixties inspired by movies such as ‘Beach
Blanket Bingo’ and ‘Gidget’ on the lodge private beach. 

Colorful beach towels, umbrellas and picnic accessories are used as the backdrop for a beach BBQ that is
highlighted by the fresh KI seafood. No shoes required on our white sand just soak up the sun and the Southern
Ocean breezes. Guests can participate in a game of beach volleyball or add musical entertainment to bring back
60’s dance crazes such as The Twist; Mashed Potato or Wahtusi! Please note this event is weather dependent.

KI Epicurean Journey

Join Southern Ocean Lodge’s executive chef in the bar for an epicurean journey of Kangaroo Island’s best
produce. Southern Ocean Lodge is dedicated to working closely with selected artisan producers who work on a
small scale and are passionate about their produce and the environment in which it is grown, often embracing
sustainable farm practices. Local and regional growers ensure a supply of the best local, seasonal produce which
offers a taste of the unique characteristics of the island. During an afternoon our chef will explain how the KI
produce is used to create some of our signature dishes. KI produce will be available for tastings during the
presentation and each guest will be provided with sample recipes to try at home. (Included – maximum pax 24)

Epicurean Packs containing KI produce items can be provided for an additional charge.

KI Masterchef Challenge

For a more interactive experience our chefs will prepare a surprise dish and ask participants to name the ingredients
used in its preparation. The winner of the challenge will have the opportunity to join our chefs in the Southern
Ocean Lodge kitchen preparing items for the final night dinner. Chefs hat and uniform supplied!! (Included)



EXPERIENCES
Southern Ocean Lodge offers a complete Kangaroo Island experience and a range of guided
adventures included in the tariff allowing guests to encounter rich and varied wildlife, indulge in world-
class food and wine and discover the Island's unique natural attractions, often with exclusive access
and always with a touch of luxe.  

There are a number of unique activity and entertainment options available for an additional cost 
– any of which may be incorporated into group itineraries to create the perfect incentive at Southern
Ocean Lodge. From adrenalin pumping coastal marine adventures, casting a reel into the depths of
the Southern Ocean, sand boarding the peaks of Little Sahara to swimming with dolphins, catching
a bird’s eye view of the island from a helicopter or saluting the sun in an early morning yoga session,
there is no time to be idle. Please ask us for a tailor made itinerary.

SIGNATURE LODGE EXPERIENCES | included in rate
Lodge guided adventures invite guests to experience the pristine landscapes and abundant wildlife
on Australia’s own Galapagos first hand; a walk amongst sea lions or a close encounter with a
kangaroo, ‘kanape’ in hand, exhilarating coastal treks (next stop Antarctica!) and visits to the island’s
spectacular natural icons.  Depending on length of stay a number of the following experiences can
be scheduled during stays at Southern Ocean Lodge.

Seal Bay: Home to Australia’s third largest colony of Australian sea lions. Join our naturalist guide
for an exclusive tour on the beach with these wild animals. (3-4 hours)

Wonders of KI (Flinders Chase National Park): A spectacular introduction to Kangaroo Island’s
wildlife, maritime heritage and stunning coastal landscapes. Cape du Couedic Lighthouse,
Remarkable Rocks, Admirals Arch and a fur seal colony are just some of the trip highlights. (4 hours)

Kangas & Kanapés: Soak up the history of the early island settlers at Edward’s Cottage, the historic
Grassdale property reached by a short drive from the Lodge where local wildlife including kangaroos
and wallabies congregate to graze. Observe these creatures in their natural environment, sip
champagne 'Kanapé' in hand! (2 hours)

Star Gazing:When the night sky is clear take a journey to the remote star gazing platform and learn
of ancient tales and mythologies derived from the Southern night sky. (1 hour)

Coastal Clifftop Walk: This easy walk affords a bird’s eye view of thundering waves crashing along
the coastline. Stand on top of the cliff with the wind blowing, look out to sea and realise there is
nothing but ocean between there and Antarctica. (2 hours)

Behind the Scenes Tour: ‘Back of House’ is a hospitality industry term used to describe areas of the
Lodge that are ‘hidden’ from our guests.  However, we know that many of our guests find our Back
of House areas quite fascinating as we are often asked questions regarding our operations. Learn
about our dynamic environmental management, on site water harvesting and the innovative Biolytix
waste water system. (90 minutes)

BESPOKE EXPERIENCES | charges apply
Beach Fishing: Wet your line and enjoy some peaceful solitude whilst dolphins crest the waves in
welcome. The beaches and coves are also a great spot for an early morning or afternoon walk. (2 hours)

Explore Cape Younghusband: Take an awe-inspiring journey of exploration with our naturalist guide
along the edge of the cliff tops to Cape Younghusband. Experience the wonder of sheer limestone
cliffs and hardy flora growing along this amazing rugged coastline, spot the Osprey hovering above,
the Fur Seals frolicking in the Southern Ocean waters below and the intriguing formations of the
Remarkable Rocks in the distance. (12km/4 hours)

Kayak Adventure: Take a kayak from the Lodge and glide with a guide along the calm and
meandering waters on the South West River, beginning at nearby Hanson Bay. Enjoy the scenery and
a variety of birdlife, flora and fauna that inhabit this diverse ecosystem. (2 hours)

Kelly Hill Caves: Take the short drive from the Lodge to meet a local National Park Guide and discover
the amazing sinkholes, limestone formations and caverns of the extensive Kelly Hill Caves complex
that has evolved over thousands of years. (3 hours)

Kelly Hill to Hanson Bay in Half a Day: Join our naturalist guide and explore the backcountry of Kelly
Hill Conservation Park to the beautiful Hanson Bay beach. A fascinating variety of vegetation types
from Eucalypt woodlands through Mallee and coastal heath are experienced. (12km/4 hours)

Quad Bike Adventure: Departing from the Lodge, this fun, interpretive quad bike adventure tour
heads into the neighbouring natural bushland at Hanson Bay Sanctuary. ‘In-helmet’ commentary is
provided by a Southern Ocean Lodge naturalist guide leading the expedition, providing an insight to
the local wildlife and landscape seen along the way. The Sanctuary is home to kangaroos, koalas,
possums, wallabies, echidnas, goannas and birdlife in abundance, so bring a camera and sense of
adventure. (3 hours)

SPECIALIST EXPERIENCES | additional charges apply
Seal Bay Sunrise: Depart pre
dawn, brew in hand (complete
with company logo), for this
private experience with exclusive
access to the amazing Seal
Bay Conservation Park. A
bush barbeque breakfast can
be incorporated. (3-4 hours)

Little Sahara: Visit the mighty
sand-dunes of Little Sahara
and find your inner child!
Flanked by native bush land,
these spectacular white dunes
scream fun and adventure!
Take your sand board and
climb to the top of the
razorback ridges and enjoy a thrilling ride to the bottom. (3 hours or combine with Seal Bay)

Cellar Wine Tasting: Australia’s newest wine region is ripening to perfection! Kangaroo Island offers
near perfect grape growing conditions with a cool, semi dry climate that allows slow ripening leading
to exceptional quality wine with over 18 home-grown labels available. Be guided on the unique flavours
of the region during a wine tasting session in the intimate Southern Ocean Lodge cellar by a
renowned Island vintner. (1.5 hours)

Marine Zodiac Adventure: Hop aboard a marine zodiac and take adrenalin pumping thrill ride beneath
the rugged cliffs of the KI coastline. Visit secluded beaches and witness some amazing wildlife – the
coastline abounds with sea birds, penguins, sea eagles, albatross, pelicans and dolphins. (6 hours,
12 person maximum)

Deep Sea Fishing: Hook a beauty from the depths of the mighty Southern Ocean!  Kangaroo Island
will surrender some of the finest eating and game fish in southern waters. Look forward to landing
the fabled King George Whiting and from the ocean depths, trevally, snapper and the world’s biggest
Samson fish. (5 – 8 hours, 11 person maximum) 

KI Helicopter Scenic Tour: A flight of discovery above Kangaroo Island’s magnificent natural wonders.
Experience the high energy freedom of exploring the wilderness from above. (30 or 60 minutes, 3
person maximum per flight)

The Buzz on KI: Kangaroo Island is home to the Ligurian Bee, a species found nowhere else on the
planet! Meet Peter – local beekeeper extraordinaire and your guide during a visit to his active hives.
Learn about these amazing creatures and the delicate method of honey collection. Protective suits,
nets and gloves supplied (3 hours, 12 person maximum)



SAMPLE ITINERARIES
Incentive itineraries at Southern Ocean Lodge capture the essence of Kangaroo Island’s pristine
natural environment and abundant wildlife. We have created  a selection of suggested itineraries
based on a variety of durations allowing guests the opportunity to experieince the ultimate fusion of
nature and luxury with as little as 2 nights. Additional costs apply for some inclusions.

All itineraries can also be easily custom designed for individual group preferences and requirements
and can be supplemented with a wide variety of additional experiences outlined within this fact sheet.
Additional costs may apply for some supplementary activities. Please contact our sales and marketing
department for tailormade itineraries.

2 NIGHT SUGGESTED ITINERARY
DAY 1
• Arrive Kangaroo Island via air to Kingscote Airport
• Luxury transfer to Southern Ocean Lodge - visit Seal Bay en route and walk amongst the 'locals'
• Arrive Southern Ocean Lodge to signature welcome drinks
• Lunch in the Lodge Restaurant
• Afternoon experiences including guided coastal clifftop walk or time to visit the Southern Spa
• Cocktails on the Edge – sunset drinks experience overlooking Hanson Bay
• Sumptuous 4-course dinner in the Lodge restaurant

DAY 2
• Gourmet breakfast in the Lodge Restaurant
• Optional Bespoke Experience or time to pamper in the Southern Spa
• Southern Sizzler BBQ enjoyed in the bar and Restaurant
• Wonders of KI - afternoon exploration into the Flinders Chase National Park
• Sunset drinks at the Remarkable Rocks
• 5-course degustation 'Taste of KI ' in the Lodge Restaurant

DAY 3
• Gourmet breakfast at Southern Ocean Lodge
• Luxury transfer to Kingscote Airport for departure flight to Adelaide

3 NIGHT SUGGESTED ITINERARY
DAY 1
• Arrive Kangaroo Island via air to Kingscote Airport
• Luxury transfer to Southern Ocean Lodge with optional arrival experience en route
• Arrive Southern Ocean Lodge to signature welcome drinks
• Lunch in the Lodge Restaurant
• Optional afternoon activities including an opportunity to visit the Southern Spa
• Cocktails on the Edge – sunset drinks experience overlooking Hanson Bay
• Sumptuous 4-course dinner in the Lodge restaurant

DAY 2
• Gourmet breakfast at Southern Ocean Lodge
• Optional morning experiences including Quad Bike or Kayak Adventure
• Lunch in the Lodge Restaurant
• Wonders of KI - half day experience into Flinders Chase National Park
• Seamless segue way into evening drinks at Remarkable Rocks or Kangas and Kanapes
• Return to Lodge for time to freshen up prior to a decadent 5-course degustation menu in the
Lodge Restaurant

DAY 3
• Gourmet breakfast at Southern Ocean Lodge
• Seal Bay experience followed by freshly baked morning tea refreshments at Vivonne Bay
• Return to the Lodge for lunch
• Pamper in the Southern Spa or optional lodge operated adventure
• Private wine tasting session with renowned island vintner followed by dinner in the Lodge
Restaurant

DAY 4
• Gourmet breakfast at Southern Ocean Lodge
• Luxury transfer to Kingscote Airport for departure flight to Adelaide



4 NIGHT SUGGESTED ITINERARY
DAY 1
• Arrive Kangaroo Island via air to Kingscote Airport
• Luxury transfer to Southern Ocean Lodge with optional arrival experience en route
• Arrive Southern Ocean Lodge to signature welcome drinks
• Lunch in the Lodge Restaurant
• Optional afternoon activities including an opportunity to visit the Southern Spa
• Cocktails on the Edge – sunset drinks experience overlooking Hanson Bay
• Sumptuous 4-course dinner in the Lodge restaurant

DAY 2
• Gourmet breakfast at Southern Ocean Lodge
• Optional morning experiences including Quad Bike or Kayak Adventure
• Lunch in the Lodge Restaurant or optional lunch in the wild
• Wonders of KI – half day experience into Flinders Chase National Park
• Seamless segue way into evening drinks at Remarkable Rocks or Kangas and Kanapes
• Return to lodge for time to freshen up in suite prior to a superb 4 course dinner in the Lodge Restaurant
• Southern Sizzler BBQ dinner showcasing the island's outstanding seafood and epicurean delights

DAY 3
• Gourmet breakfast at Southern Ocean Lodge
• Optional guided Adventure Hike
• Lunch in the Lodge Restaurant
• Time at leisure or relax in the Southern Spa
• Wine tasting session with renowned island vintner followed by 4-course dinner in the Lodge Restaurant

DAY 4
• Early morning experience 'Seal Bay Sunrise'
• Return to the lodge mid morning for Brunch
• Optional afternoon Bespoke Experience or indulge in the Southern Spa
• Afternoon refreshments served in the bar - SOL style!
• Sunset drinks in the Great Room followed by 5-course 'Taste of KI' degustation in the Lodge Restaurant

DAY 5
• Gourmet breakfast at Southern Ocean Lodge
• Luxury transfer to Kingscote Airport for departure flight to Adelaide 

EXCEPTIONAL PRIVATE ITINERARIES | additional charges apply
Provided by Exceptional Kangaroo Island these boutique adventures are perfect for small groups or
an optional activity program. 

Kangaroo Island Icons: A full day tour exploring the Island’s key landscape and wildlife icons includes
Remarkable Rocks, the coastal grotto of Admirals Arch, home to a fur seal colony and the loveable
sea lions at Seal Bay. This private safari includes a delicious lunch at an idyllic bush setting.

Exclusively Flinders Chase: Flinders Chase National Park is a vast wilderness covering the entire west
end of the island. Visit a fur seal colony, Cape du Couedic Lighthouse, Remarkable Rocks, Admirals
Arch and the endless bush which provides habitat for a host of Australian wildlife including kangaroos,
wallabies, possums, goannas, echidnas, koalas and platypus.

North West Wilderness: A historical trip taking in some original tracks used by early settlers to access
lighthouses and haul supplies from sailing vessels. Visit Cape Borda Lighthouse Station, Scotts Cove
(the second highest cliffs in Australia) and Western River Cove. Take up some more challenging
hiking if desired.

Epicurean Adventure: A full day tour to the Island’s best produce farms. This tour encompasses
wineries, a sheep dairy and seafood farms – experience the journey of produce to plate.

Art of Nature: The nature and beauty of Kangaroo Island attracts and inspires creativity. Take a journey
through a selection of the Island’s studios, galleries and workshops and on occasion meet the artists.

ARRIVAL EXPERIENCES
A great option is to start the KI experience enroute to the Lodge. The following options can be
included for morning arrivals.

Walk Amongst the Sea Lions at Seal Bay: Visit Seal Bay for a spectacular wildlife experience! Take a
private guided beach tour amongst the ‘locals’ the resident colony of Australian sea-lions. Walk
amongst these amazing creatures as they rest, nurture their young, play and jostle and learn about
their way of life.

Beachcombers Welcome: In the spirit of the shipwreck seafaring past of the Island, disembark to a
secluded bush location for an arrival with a difference. Decipher the clues to make your way through
bush land trails and along the sandy stretch of Hanson Bay using the distant Lodge as your compass.
Arrive on foot in the manner of a true castaway with one major difference… Instead of a deserted
island, be greeted by the welcoming luxe ambience of the Lodge!

GUEST SPEAKERS | additional charges apply
Flight School: Local identity and artist Indiana James’ presentation on pelican flight and why humans
cannot fly is both dynamic and informative.  Often invited by Museum and University groups for his
extraordinary knowledge and insight in this field, James employs a steel articulated pelican skeleton
to support his interactive 1 hour presentation (allow extra time for audience participation). For even
greater depth to the discussion, Jeremy Robinson, a Biologist at Flinders University may be called
upon to co-present if desired. 

Echidna Insight: World authority on echidnas Dr Peggy Rismiller is a Kangaroo Island resident and
enjoys the opportunity to talk about her fieldwork and discoveries. Learn about the Island’s natural
history during an informal afternoon or evening discussion.

The Spanish Galleon: Former KI guide and now Adelaide resident, Paul Lunn, has been working on
the discovery and recovery of a Spanish galleon for many years. The story is filled with history, mystery,
tragedy, persistence, treasure and international legal battles – a true KI epic!  An ideal after dinner
team building experience.

Indigenous Culture: Karno Walker is the direct descendant of King Condoy, leader of the Ramindjeri
People and lives on Kangaroo Island as did his early ancestors. A unique communicator who enjoys
sharing the story of his lineage ‘I have Wirrichin Blackfellow and whitefellow dreaming together’, Karno
also offers smoking and welcoming ceremonies, cultural dreaming stories and tours.



MUSIC + ENTERTAINMENT | additional charges apply
Enjoy the creative talents of local artist and identity ‘Shep’ (aka Neil Shepherd), as he draws inspiration
from the landscape and creates an artwork before your eyes. Ideally beginning pre-lunch (or perhaps
dinner), the entertainment continues throughout the meal with opportunity for some guests to paint
their own masterpiece. Of course a range of entertainment options can be sourced from Adelaide.

For a subtle musical interlude during and after dinner, local band ‘Famous Strangers’ is highly
recommended. They are a three piece ensemble with a contemporary acoustic style.  

‘Back Point’ another island-based band includes a line up of drums, guitar, bass, sax, trumpet, flute
and two vocalists. All members are KI residents and their diverse song list includes instrumental jazz
and classic favourites. 

For a more classical approach, local music teacher Tim Frears could likewise provide dinner
entertainment. 

SOUTHERN SPA
Perched remotely on a secluded cliff, the Southern Spa Retreat is an intimate and private oasis of
calm set amongst coastal drama. A signature spa menu offers a range of traditional treatments; the
Southern Spa uses the excellent Dreamtime-inspired Li’tya range of spa treatment products and
Aboriginal massage techniques. For a uniquely Kangaroo Island spa experience, these are
complemented by Island-produced natural beauty ingredients: Bay of Shoals Mineral Salts, Australian
pink clay, eucalyptus, lavender and Ligurian honey. A steam room to begin, and pure Island rainwater
shower to finish guarantees an experience at once relaxing and rejuvenating. Combined with the
cleanest air from Antarctica highly oxygenised from the pounding surf, the Southern Spa provides a
pure natural environment in which to chill out. (Additional Charges Apply)

SPECIALIST HOSPITALITY
It’s the little things that sometimes count toward the most memorable experiences for your valued
clients or high achieving staff. We can assist in the provision of specialist amenities from a range of
signature gifts or suggestions for the incorporation of company logos. All amenities are infused with
the essence of Southern Ocean Lodge or Kangaroo Island to ensure the memory lasts beyond the
experience. Amenities available include:
• Handmade oil burner and signature scent
• A bottle of premium KI red or white wine
• Southern Ocean Lodge logo polar fleece or spray jacket*
• Southern Ocean Lodge logo short sleeved polo shirt*
• Southern Ocean Lodge cap or hat*
• RM Williams long sleeve shirt
• Unique keepsake handcrafted by local Kangaroo Island Artisans
• Southern Ocean Lodge signature leather embossed luggage tags
*Company logos or event identities can also be incorporated on these items as well as the following
additional suggestions (additional charges apply unless stated):

• Dining menus (included)
• Turndown chocolates
• Hand made Kangaroo Island honey scented soap
• Individual guest welcome kits incorporating personalised itineraries (included)

TEASERS
Some amenities can also be provided (with advance notice) as teasers in the lead up to the event to
motivate and inspire potential attendees. We can also provide additional suggestions such as our
“little piece of KI” incorporating sand from Australia’s “best” beach and turquoise water from the
Southern Ocean. Contact our sales and marketing staff for more details. Additional costs may apply

GETTING TO KI & SOL
Air Regional Express (rex.com.au) provides regular daily flights (30 mins) from Adelaide (ADL) to
Kangaroo Island – Kingscote (KGC). A 15kg luggage limit per person applies.  Located at Hanson
Bay on the Island’s south-west coast, the Lodge provides complimentary transfers to/from the airport
(50min).  Please note Rex offers flexibility with published flight schedules and these can be tailored
for your group – please enquire with us.

SPECIALIST CHARTER OPTIONS
There is a range of air charter options available from Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide to Kangaroo
Island (Kingscote). Southern Ocean Lodge has negotiated exclusive preferred rates and we are here
to assist with these arrangements, please contact us for further information.

CLIMATE
A destination for all seasons, Kangaroo Island’s climate is as dynamic as the scenery – from season
to season the Island yields fresh perspectives. The Mediterranean climate produces warm summers
and temperate winters. Daytime temperatures range from 25-35°C in summer to 14-18°C in winter.

COMMUNICATIONS
Complimentary wireless internet is available throughout the lodge. Mobile reception on Kangaroo
Island is limited to the Telstra Next G network.

ECO HARMONY
Southern Ocean Lodge is one of Australia’s leading examples of sustainable tourism accommodation.  

A dynamic environmental management plan featuring cutting edge and continually evolving
technologies steers lodge operations and ultimately enhances each guest’s experience. For more
information please refer to the Sustainable Management Policy.

http://southernoceanlodge.com.au/pdfs/downloads/Baillie%20Lodges%20Sustainable%20Management%20Policy.pdf
http://regionalexpress.com.au/
http://southernoceanlodge.com.au/pdfs/downloads/SOL%20Spa%20Menu.pdf


GROUP POLICY
At Southern Ocean Lodge a group is defined as five or more suites travelling together. As an intimate
and boutique property some special conditions apply when making group reservations:

GENERAL GROUP CONDITIONS
Groups of 10 or more suites are usually only accepted on an exclusive use basis. Such a reservation
requires a minimum of 18 suites are paid for regardless of materialisation and any unused suites must
be in the Flinders Suite category. Exceptions for exclusive use may apply for one-off leisure groups.

Group bookings are not generally accepted over peak periods including mid December–January
inclusive. A peak season exclusive use booking may be considered based on an applicable surcharge.

The Lodge Restaurant has a maximum table size of 8 (not applicable in exclusive use situations).

Minimum 2 night stay required for all bookings.

Package or contract rates are not generally applicable to group bookings.

Outside 2 months from arrival and for groups up to and including 9 suites, we will allow 1 suite to be
cancelled without penalty. For bookings of 10 or more suites, we will allow 2 suites to be cancelled with no
charge (this applies to groups granted exemption from exclusive use). The deposit is forfeited for additional
rationalisation of rooms beyond this level. There is no refund for any changes within 2 months of arrival.

Full prepayment is required 2 months prior to arrival, within 14 days of receipt of invoice. This is then
fully non refundable or transferable. Additional charges and extras are payable on departure. No refund can
be given in the event of a non-arrival, for any unused services or unused nights due to flight/weather
disruption. Travel insurance is recommended. 

At 1 month prior to arrival, finalised arrangements including rooming list, specialist catering/events and
additional activities must be confirmed. This will be the minimum charged for services. 

EXCLUSIVE USE CONDITIONS | 10 suites or more
Exclusive use is essential for groups requiring special themed events, public speaking and large group
dining elements. Application for waiver of this condition may be made based on group dynamic and needs.

A non-refundable deposit equivalent to 50% of the total accommodation value is required to confirm
the group reservation and is due 14 days from issue of confirmation. We will allow this deposit to be
transferred (not refunded) if the booking changes up to 6 months prior to arrival. It must, however,
be utilised within 6 months of the original arrival date, if not it is forfeited.

Outside 2 months from arrival, reserved accommodation may be cancelled to a minimum of 18
suites with no penalty.  There is no refund for any changes within 2 months of arrival.  Prepayment
policy applies as noted in General Group Conditions.

NON EXCLUSIVE USE CONDITIONS | Applicable to bookings of 5-9 Suites 
(or other approved non exclusive use groups)

A non-refundable deposit equivalent to 1 night’s accommodation for the group as a whole is required
to confirm the group reservation and is due 14 days from issue of confirmation. We will allow this
deposit to be transferred if the booking changes up to 6 months prior to arrival. It must, however, be
utilised within 6 months of the original arrival date, if not it is forfeited. Prepayment policy applies as
noted in General Group Conditions.

To preserve the experience of other guests at the property, public speaking is not permitted in the
main lodge areas unless in the privacy of the Baudin Lounge and must be arranged in advance.
Maximum table size in the Lodge Restaurant of 8 should be noted.

CHILD POLICY
Southern Ocean Lodge welcomes children six years and over. Child rates apply 6-17 years inclusive.
Not applicable for exclusive use bookings.

EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS

The lodge surpassed our expectations – staff, facilities, food and
beverage, activities and of course the pristine Kangaroo Island 
environment made this event a major success for Toshiba. 

Veritas has managed this event for 12 years and this would be 
up there as the best experience.

– Kieran Kennedy



ACCOLADES & TESTIMONIALS

“All the staff were wonderful, I have never experienced better anywhere in the 
world and I have been lucky to travel extensively. SOL will be my new benchmark

by which any future accommodation and service will be measured.”
AON Incentive Delegate

“It was a superb event in superb surroundings – with superb food and 
superb service. There is no doubt in our minds that Southern Ocean Lodge is

without peer in Oz – we shall return.”
dmp Marketing

“Everything went extremely smoothly, my friends can’t stop talking about it. The
entire staff were extremely courteous and friendly. All the extras really helped make

the experience. In short, a faultless experience at a magnificent location.”
Jack Gringlas – Exclusive Lodge Booking

RECENT AWARDS
Andrew Harper's Hideaway Report ‘Hideaway of the Year 2012’

Condé Nast Traveller UK ‘The Gold List 2011’

Hotel & Lodge ‘Best Lodge 2010-11’

Australian Gourmet Traveller Travel Awards ‘Best Resort / Lodge 2010’

The Australian Travel & Tourism Awards ‘Best Lodge Accommodation 2010’

Tatler Travel Awards ‘Hotel of the Year 2009’

DOWNLOADS & LINKS
For more information visit our website, or click on the following links:

• Southern Ocean Lodge Brochure

• Retail Rates

• Getting There & Away

• Group Policy

• Recent Media

For more information about Kangaroo Island visit:

South Australia:  southaustralia.com

Tour Kangaroo Island:  tourkangarooisland.com.au

CONTACT DETAILS
Hop to it! Kangaroo Island awaits and we excel at custom tailoring. 

Contact us to talk about your group booking.

Southern Ocean Lodge, Sales & Marketing

PO Box 596 Avalon NSW 2107

T 02 9918 4355 

E sales@baillielodges.com.au

W southernoceanlodge.com.au

http://southernoceanlodge.com.au/
http://www.tourkangarooisland.com.au/
http://www.southaustralia.com/
http://southernoceanlodge.com.au/media.asp
http://southernoceanlodge.com.au/pdfs/downloads/Group%20Policy.pdf
http://southernoceanlodge.com.au/pdfs/downloads/SOL%20Getting%20There%20&%20Away.pdf
http://southernoceanlodge.com.au/pdfs/downloads/2012-2013%20SOL%20Retail%20Rates.pdf
http://southernoceanlodge.com.au/pdfs/downloads/SOL%20eBrochure%20(LR).pdf

